
When I was 11, when I got hooked into Rap I 
remember being asked by my friends in school 
what I wanted to be when I grew up, ”Some-
thing in the music industry” is what I told them. 
This came from being such a fan of Rap music, especially of one rapper but I didn’t quite know 

at the time where exactly in the music industry I 
was gonna work but I did know that I was gon-
na work there-somewhere. Through the years 

the profession choice started to get clearer and 
after completing school I went to college to 
become a sound engineer but long story short 
I ended up dropping out….that was the best 
decision that I ever made.

It was now that the dream was born. Dreaming 
is a huge factor in pursuing success, without a 
dream you have no vision or end goal. Every 

person on earth has a dream but 98% don’t do 
shit about them. I will agree that it is hard to 
pursue a dream, actually it’s not really but it’s 
easier not to. If you want to do a 9-5 that’s cool! 

As long as you’re happy, that’s the main thing. 
But in terms of dreaming, having a dream of what 
you want to be or do is step 1. After dropping out 
of college I fell into making album covers and 
dreamed of making them for my favourite rap-
pers, I was determined to.

And so I did. After constantly trying and utiliz-
ing the power of the internet I landed myself 
creating album packaging and single artwork 
for well known, successful rappers. It was the 
determination, the dream and the work I made 
that made it happen. It took a few years to hap-
pen, it wasn’t overnight but I kept at it. I’m not 

done tho, I want to work for a Record Label as an 
in-house Graphic Designer and I’m working on 
getting a degree to put myself in the best position 
to do that. People tend to only see the end result 
of success, they don’t seem to see the time, ded-
ication, ups & down, the failures and work that’s 
involved. Success is subjective too, your idea of 
success might be small in comparison to the next 
man but if you are determined and meet your 
goal you are successful. 


